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“I just feel like I can't even trust the administration anymore! Are we a joke to 
them? Standing on the quad cluelessly, hands empty, hips still? Expected to 
chat with my fellow peers naturally?”
Where are the Hula Hoops?, pg 13
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Dear Mr. Morris,

    In my last email, I told you 
about the strange phenomenon I’ve 
most recently encountered. Students 
have repeatedly reported the odd 
occurrence in room 305 of Mcdowell 
Hall: no matter how they take away 
the chairs from that room, 305 always 
ends up with more chairs they began 
with. There are rumors spreading that 
the building is haunted.

So I have begun my research 
according to a group of student’s 
bequests upon the “migrating chairs” 
in Mcdowell Hall. And I’m very 
pleased to inform you that I have 
made tremendous progress in this 
investigation. 

While the Johnnie chair has its 
unique aesthetic, nevertheless, I find it 
unpleasant to sit in for a long period. I 
still cannot fathom how each of those 
chairs costs around 300$ (although 
I’m not certain of this information 
since I heard it from a fellow student’s 
remark.) I always thought the chairs 
had souls in and of themselves, as 
they would make noise at the most 
inconvenient time in class, or fall 
backward. But my apologies, I digress, I 
shall refrain myself from expostulating 
about the questionable quality of the 
chair I find myself sitting in. 

After I finished my work, it was past 
midnight. As I walked through the 
Great Hall, however, I could hear the 
sound of a chair, or multiple chairs, 
scratching the floor. The sound came 
inconsistently. Remembering the 
investigation on hand, I went upstairs. 
And my intuition was correct, for the 
sounds were true, coming from room 
305. 

Yet, when I opened the heavy door, 
the clamor immediately ceased. I 
promise you, I am not making this 
up, Mr. Morris. A chill went down my 
spine. The silence was alarming. 

There was nothing abnormal 
about the classroom. It was perfectly 
organized, the blackboard still filled 
with the math demonstrations, 
nothing more. I closed the door and 
decided that I had misheard out of my 
fatigue. 

As I walked out of the McDowell 
hall through the empty quad, I saw the 
most unbelievable thing: a Johnnie 
chair moving across the field. It was 
too far away for me to judge if it was 
being carried by a person, floating in 
the air, or sliding across the ground. 
But it was certainly moving. 

For the sake of the time being, I 
will save you the pain of all the details 
and add them up when we meet in 
person. I caught the chair. It moved 
in the most disturbing way possible, 
like a cockroach. I rather it moved like 
a cat or a dog, but no, it slid around 
as if a huge wooden cockroach. SO 
much that it made me think whether 
the chair was possessed by the soul of 
a cockroach. (Yes, I am aware bugs do 
not have souls for they are unable to 
contemplate. Thank goodness it did 
not have the form of a chair and a soul 
of a cockroach, can you imagine that?)

When I grabbed the handle of the 
chair, it screamed at me. 

“What do you want?” It yelled 
hoarsely at me. It didn’t have a facial 
feature, but it was certainly the chair 

Investigation of the Migrating Johnnie Chairs
Rose Zhang

{expose}
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speaking.
“You’re a walk… I mean crawling 

Johnnie chair?” 
“Yes, if you have eyes, which you do, 

and a sound mind, hopefully, you do, 
if you’re a Johnnie, that’s obvious isn’t 
it?”

Seemed like the chair wasn’t a 
happy chair. I wondered whether it 
sat through the Nicomachean Ethics 
seminar at all. Or maybe that’s exactly 
why it wasn't happy. I questioned why 
all the chairs end up in room 305, 
and what it was doing on the quad. It 
didn’t answer me. I asked why chairs 
seem lifeless during the day, why they 
can move and speak. It evaded my 
question by asking me what I meant 
by “chairs,” “what does it mean to be 
a Johnnie chair,” and “what defines 
life.” Certainly, this particular Johnnie 
chair has mastered sophistry better 
than the Sophist himself. Seeing that 
the chair would not cooperate with 
my inquiries. I dragged it down to 
the basement of Mellon and tied it up 
there. 

Indeed, conversation is helpful with 
most problems, and that is what we 
practice at the college. But sometimes 
violence has more efficacy in dealing 
with bloviating and obstinate souls 
like this one. 

If you happen to know anyone who 
has a saw or even a candle (those fake 
ones work too) please let me know. I’m 
determined to figure out the end goal 
of these Johnnie chairs. As I’m typing 
this email out, this Johnnie chair is 
stomping its leg violently behind me. 
I need to go and tighten the rope. I’ll 
see you soon. 

Yours,
M.J.

Car Horns Go Brrrr....
Daniel Nathan

The time is perpetual 8:22 a.m 
— I know this. A symphony 

of infinite car horns will soon blast 
off incessantly in the near distance, 
redistributing their decibels and 
spreading their soundbites evenly 
amongst each and every pair of ears 
in the greater Annapolis area. This 
ill-defined caravan of middle-aged 
defiance lurches itself forward, in an 
unidentifiable protest procession, 
doing slow-moving laps around the 
Statehouse, circling the drain. 

Awaiting the imminent audio 
barrage of bad drivers, I try craning my 
neck to check the clock hanging on my 
wall, but I’m still too groggy and brain-
too-empty to logic my way through 
reading anything analog or to wrap my 
head around the concept of minute 
hands. So just like everyone else these 
days, I make the jump and go digital, 
scanning for the beacon of my state-
of-an-art AM/FM alarm clock radio 
that I think might still be plugged in. 
It is. Although, showing 8:29 a.m, the 
light-up display proves me a liar, with 
a neon red glow staring back at me like 
the eyes of the Mothman. In exactly 
one minute, I know, my alarm will 
go off, playing the soothing sounds 
of drive-time commuter radio Two 
morning shock-jocks fading in and 
out of static, relaying lukewarm hot-
takes and light-hearted verbal jousts, 
slinging overeager zingers at one 
another. But I won’t be able to hear 
the lively back-and-forth on 105.7 
The Groove through subwoofers and 
bullhorns, blaring “We’re Not Gonna 
Take It”, scorching straight into my 
window, into my soul.

Consider it waking up au naturael, 
as they say, blindingly bright and 
blisteringly early. Like how a rooster 

is able to wake up on the whims and 
wisdom of Mother Nature. Except 
in this case, I’m the rooster and my 
Mother Nature is “fed-up with Biden’s 
radical socialist agenda” and drives 
a four-cylinder Honda Odyssey 
minivan with dust-plated rims and 
the muffler removed. And boy, oh 
boy, does she have a bone to pick with 
the Maryland State Legislature. All 
through my days and night(mare)
s, I await the 109 dB shelling — the 
Morning Hate — indignant and self-
righteous bombardement, pumping 
my skull full of chaos emitting from 
some sort of protest about some 
sort of issue, co-opting some sort of 
boomer anthem like “Born To Run” 
or just about anything by Twisted 
Sister. These aimless chest-thumping 
car horns, sounding off at-scale at 
least a hundred-fold — a metric, by 
the way, that I’m sure J.D Power is 
not keyed into come awards season—
seep into the rhythms of my deep 
unconsciousness. 

The sound screeches, the blasts 
banshee, the buzzing blurs, the clamor 
clangs slouching into sonic silence. 
And just like that, starting right on 
the dime, at 8:30 a.m, the honking 
starts up back again for another shift, 
and the horns kill me: an I.V. drip of 
an F sharp note needled straight into 
whatever’s left of my eardrums. 
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Where are the Hula Hoops?
{interview}

A commentary on Coffee on the Quad
by Linda Bellamy, ‘24

On 1 April, students on campus were alerted to  a 
new social event on campus. “Coffee on the Quad” 

was introduced to rekindle the tradition of post-seminar 
conversation. The email announcement for the event 
advertised hot coffee and, in an unexpected win for 
enthusiasts of aerobics and Polynesian culture, free hula 
hoops. 

As crowds of students gathered on the quad to participate 
in the hula hooping, they were horrified to discover the 
toys absent —  missing, non-existence, unbelievably 
not there! Wye Knee-Man (A’23) expressed his ire with 
the catastrophe: “I just feel like I can't even trust the 
administration anymore! Are we a joke to them? Standing 
on the quad cluelessly, hands empty, hips still? Expected to 
chat with my fellow peers naturally?” 

Now, students flock regularly on Monday and Thursday 
nights in hopes of one day being surprised by the presence 

of the beloved plastic rings. “It's the nostalgia for me. As 
children, my friends and I did nothing but hula hoop and 
sip Capris Suns,” Peter Pansyndrome (A’21) said. “I mean 
there was no need to socially distance and I didn’t have to 
wear a mask. But still the sentiment remains.” 

Students have decided to take action, and organizer 
Audrey Fox (A’24) is mounting a campaign to Boston-Tea-
Party the quad. “The gist is to make your cup of coffee, take 
a few sips (it's not not bad), and then dump it all out,” Fox 
said. “Give me hula hoops or give me death.”  

If the hoops are ever actually offered for student use, 
some foresee a bright future for the toys’ inclusion in the 
Intramurals program. Some Polity-members see them 
becoming the next big Covid-safe sport on campus. “I 
honestly think this could replace Stringfellow Ball,” Oscar 
Gonzales (A’24) said.

Fabella Oculāris: Monitum ad 
Joseph Richard

{short story}

Caulātōrēs

Timothy Treadwell
Looking like a lasagna
Had integrity...

Bridget Mace

Olim, invidō sub aspectū hominum divōmque voluptāte; in mediīs 
partibus vitiūm meūm; paulō ante futurās rēs, talpulam invēnī canēntem aviās 
hās Milesiās:

“Ἐν ἀρχῇ, in principio?” inquit talpula mea, “saltem ab initio monstra 
complura notissima nocte tē visum venerunt; triangulī, orbia, coni omniō 
assilentēs undique, salientes, cacābant, cacābant, cacābant quasi pullī infernō 
raptī sine pullāriō.”

“Ecce, mī puer,” ea narratitat, aspiciēns vultum meum, “oculī tuī quibus 
tibi vidērī possum; geōmetricīs in verbīs, ‘circlī’--” hīc rīdēns, “dīcuntur.” Tum, 
parvissimīs eī manibus, amōre et mollītiā, rēpente contractāvit vulsitque 
oculōs meōs ut haec dēmōnstret. Talpula, torquēns intrā oculā digītā ei, 
clāmāverat sīc:

“Oculī! Lūmina animī; deūm cor; horreum gāzārum.” Deorsum, 
sūrsum oculōs torquēns meōs. Statim, statim complānāvit meōs oculōs! 
Sannā malā, dixerat:

“Timeō geometricōs, et vim ferentes; et sic, tibi oportet Π. et Ψ. 
Λοσοφῳ.”
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At the Speed of Fast
{interview}

Speed Reading At St. John's Takes On New Meaning
by Daniel Nathan, ‘24

With a tuft of blonde-
approaching grey hair; eyes 

with a glint like a tire fire, refusing 
to adhere to any commonly known 
conception of a color wheel; and the 
moxie and gusto of a boulder, history 
has been made. Freshman-turned-
alumnus, Lurk “Junk” Grok (A21) has 
recently reached new heights of brain 
function, shattering the school record 
for the fastest speed-run through the 
entire catalog of the St. John’s College 
program. Some say he reminds them of 
Heinrich Himmler, some say a mean-
spirited Tom Petty, and some say he’s 
the human embodiment of a Chrysler 
PT Cruiser — the reality likely exists 
somewhere in the intermediate. 

The previously held record 
of 8 months and 21 days, set in 
1953 by a student named Alfred 
Existentialisman (A53), was, until 
now, thought unbreakable: an 
insurmountable Triumph of the Will, 
the spirit, and body. But this Lurk 
Grok is fast — blink-and-you’ll-miss-
him fast. From the Iliad to Phaedrus 
through to Genesis and Tempest on 
to Don Quixote and War and Peace 
culminating finally back around again 
to Phaedrus, his journey through the 
arc of the Western canon took him a 
mind-bending, God-destroying time 
of just 22 hours and 42 seconds to 
complete.

Noticeably exhausted after being 
put through the nearly day-long 

ringer, Grok remained even-keeled 
as classmates (or colleagues, as he’d 
refer to them) popped bottles of 
$8.99 champagne, spraying and 
soaking the celebration in boozy foam 
residue. Reigning in all plausible hints 
of emotion and/or sentience, the 
speed-demon spoke of his seemingly 
inhuman feat with stoic restraint, 
flashing his trademark dead-eyed 
charm/smarm.“I am not illiterate, 
therefore I read. Please leave me 
alone.” he said, spittle flying from his 
mouth as he spoke, watering the grass 
and saving the planet, doing his part to 
stay ever environmentally conscious. 

To shave precious milliseconds 
off his time during the speed-run, 
Gork methodically paced his already 
shallow breathing, and held his 
bladder (successfully) throughout the 
trial’s entire duration, as best he knew 
how. Electing to eat only Adderalls 
and whatever leftover bits of food 
were stuck in his teeth from previous 
meals, the speedster was able to remain 
dialed in and undisturbed by anything 
besides speed and his utter need for 
it. Maybe even more astonishing, the 
longest break Grok allowed himself 
was a sneeze while reading Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics, which lasted .4 seconds, 
through which he kept his eyes open, 
defying biological notions and baffling 
a panel of medical experts.  

The newly-minted graduate let it 
slip that he found Marx’s Capital, 
which he read in 12 seconds flat, to 
be the text that he most thoroughly 
enjoyed reading during the run, 
referring to it as “a wonderfully fun 
and inane little parody of political 
thought” and “Satanic dribble.” The 
runner-up for his favorite texts would 
have to be The Decline Of The West by 

Oswald Spengler, an elective reading 
for Seniors, which he called “fucking 
electric,” followed closely behind by 
One Hundred Years of Solitude and 
The Disappointment.

In the meantime, the school now 
expects an influx of underprepared, 
starry-eyed new students to try their 
own luck speeding through the Great 
Books in time-trials, though there are 
doubts as to whether this new record 
will be broken any time soon. Scoffing 
when questioned about the longevity 
of his status atop the leaderboard, Grok 
sure doesn’t think his spot will be going 
anywhere. “What’s Next for  Lurk 
‘The Junkman’ Grok?” seems to be the 
question now occupying everyone’s 
minds. When asked what he had in 
store for himself, as a champion and 
now a graduate, moving forward after 
his towering triumph, the wunderkind 
replied, “First Disneyland, then the 
World.”

Isa Kiedrowski
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THE STUDENT 
NEWSPAPER 

OF 
ST.  JOHN’S   
COLLEGE

Founded in 1980, the Gadfly 
is the student newsmagazine 
distributed to over 600 stu-
dents, faculty, staff, and alum-
na of the Annapolis campus. 

Opinions expressed with-
in are the responsibility of 
the author(s). The Gadfly 
reserves the right to accept, 
reject, and edit submissions 
in any way necessary to 
publish a professional, in-
formative, and thought pro-
voking newsmagazine. 

Submissions sent to the 
Gadfly should either be in 
Microsoft Word or JPEG 
format. The deadline for 
submissions is the Fri-
day prior to publication. 

For more information, 
contact us via email at 
sjca .g adfly@gmail .com
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“Every field that you think exists as a 
separate task in the world is actually 

made up of everything that we study, 
it's made up of all of the components 
of a liberal education” 

 - Rachel Gordon

“I feel like St John’s has empowered 
me.  Every single tutor is like, “why 

would you think that you're not 
capable? It doesn't make any sense” 
Ms. Brann told me sophomore year 
‘We don't need more assertive people 
in the world, you're fine the way that 
you are’” 

 - Elsa Ordahl

We wish our seniors the very best 
in their future endeavors, and 

will miss their presence on campus. 


